ROTATING CRANE HOOKS

POWER ROTATING HOOK

SHEAVE SIZE AND REEVING AVAILABLE FOR ANY HOIST ARRANGEMENT

MILL DUTY BOTTOM BLOCK

ALLOY STEEL (ASTM A514) PLATE

CONSTRUCTION FOR CRITICAL LOAD ZONES

FORGED, ALLOY STEEL HOOK

ROTATOR WITH ROLLING ELEMENT THRUSS BEARING AND BRONZE BUSHINGS

STANDARD SHEAVES—35 HRC ROPE SURFACE

AVAILABLE 60 HRC CARBURIZED SHEAVES w/ ROLLING ELEMENT BEARINGS

ALLOY STEEL SHEAVE PIN WITH LUBRICATION TO EACH SHEAVE

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS AVAILABLE

LOW HEADROOM PROFILES

CUSTOM REEVING

APPLICATION SPECIFIC DESIGNS

MATERIAL HANDLING SOLUTIONS
Below The Hook • Floor Based
www.bradleylifting.com
IF YOU CAN MAKE IT, WE CAN LIFT IT

- STANDARD ROTATION 90° OR 320° TO STOPS OR CONTINUOUS ROTATION AT 2 RPM
- AVAILABLE WEIGH SCALE SYSTEMS WITH DIGITAL DISPLAY OR DIRECT COMPUTER INTERFACE
- OPTIONAL MECHANICAL DRIVE DISENGAGE IN CASE OF POWER FAILURE

POWERED ROTATING HOOK CAPACITIES TO 500 TONS